Development of Coffee Maker Service Robot using Speech and Face Recognition Systems using POMDP
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ABSTRACT

There are many development of intelligent service robot in order to interact with user naturally. This purpose can be done by embedding speech and face recognition ability on specific tasks to the robot. In this research, we would like to propose Intelligent Coffee Maker Robot which the speech recognition is based on Indonesian language and powered by statistical dialogue systems. This kind of robot can be used in the office, supermarket or restaurant. In our scenario, robot will recognize user’s face and then accept commands from the user to do an action, specifically in making a coffee. Based on our previous work, the accuracy for speech recognition is about 86% and face recognition is about 93% in laboratory experiments. The main problem in here is to know the intention of user about how sweetness of the coffee. The intelligent coffee maker robot should conclude the user intention through conversation under unreliable automatic speech in noisy environment. In this paper, this spoken dialog problem is treated as a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP). We describe how this formulation establish a promising framework by empirical results. The dialog simulations are presented which demonstrate significant quantitative outcome.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, service robot technologies can be found in many human environment, both in public and private environment. Therefore, research on service robots has gained growing interest especially in focusing in how to improve the interaction between robot and human being. International Federation of Robots (IFR) defines service robots as a robot which operates semi or fully autonomously to perform services useful to the well-being of humans and equipment, excluding manufacturing operation [1]. Many researches of service robot in different application fields have been conducted such as assistive robot for elderly [2], robotic home assistant [3], and robot waiters in restaurant [2, 4]. This paper will focus on coffee maker service robot as one of promising field that can be applied on restaurant, office or convenient store area.

Based on our previous work [5], the coffee maker service robot will embed speech and face recognition ability to facilitate robot-user interaction. Challenge of similar research area about human-robot interaction is to create natural interaction between user and robot by detecting and recognize speech and face. Face recognition stage dealt with multiple face expressions, accessories wore by user (glasses, etc) and lightness-darkness condition of the images. On the other hand, speech recognition stage considered multi speech source separation and irrelevant noises filtering either for moving or stationary sound sources [6]. Thus the main problem in here is to know the intention of user naturally through spoken interaction. This problem is commonly called as spoken dialog systems (SDS).

SDS allow user to interact with user to know her intention using speech as the primary communication medium [7]. Traditionally, SDS have applied in call centre applications where the aim is to reduce costs by decreasing the requirement for a human operator. Nowadays, the common use of speech interfaces in smartphones demonstrate the value of integrating natural speech interactions into mobile applications. During the last few years, a new approach to dialogue managemenhas emerged based on the mathematical framework of partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDP) [8]. This approach assumes that dialogue evolves as Markov decision process (MDP), i.e., starting in some initial state $s_0$, each subsequent state $s_t$ is modelled by a transition probability. The state $s_t$ cannot directly observe the underlying state, and our case this reflects the uncertainty in the user intention. Instead, it must maintain a probability distribution over the set of possible states, based on observations derived from spoken interaction. In this paper, the research would like to implement POMDP to our coffee maker robot. The robot appearance and its interaction with the user can be seen in Fig 1.
2 SPOKEN DIALOGUE SYSTEM FOR COFFEE MAKER ROBOT

2.1 Architecture of Coffee Maker Robot
The coffee maker service robot is intended to be able detect human face and recognize the face of people in front to make interaction with the user. To communicate naturally, the robot should have speech recognition capability. Thus our robot is designed with input both from camera and microphone as shown in figure 2, besides the distance sensors using ultrasound. Window Tablet is used for image and speech processing. Furthermore, Arduino+Motor controller, relays and set of Coffee Maker is used as actuator.

![Diagram of Coffee Maker Robot](image)

Based on our previous research [6], we use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for face recognition and Google Speech Recognition API for speech recognition. Furthermore, FastICA is used for audio filtering and separation in noisy environment. Our main problem in here is to determine the user intention about how sweetness the ordered coffee through human-robot spoken interaction. In this paper, this spoken dialog problem is treated as a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP). We show how this formulation establish a promising framework by empirical results. The POMDP framework commonly is used to model a variety of real-world sequential decision processes. Applications include robot navigation problems, machine maintenance, planning under uncertainty and spoken dialog system [8,9]. In the end of the paper, the dialog simulations are presented which demonstrate significant quantitative outcome.

2.2 Spoken Dialog Systems
Spoken dialog systems are machines which interact with people using spoken language. A task-oriented spoken dialog system speaks as well as understands natural language to complete a well-defined objective. This is a relatively new research area, but many task-oriented spoken dialog systems are already well advanced. Examples include a complex travel planning system, a publicly available worldwide weather information system, and an automatic call routing system [10]. Williams et al [7] have first applied Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP) to dialog management problems. The elements of a SDS are described in Fig 3(a). In every cycle, each spoken input is converted to an abstract semantic representation in spoken language understanding (SLU) component. In dialog manager part, the system updates
its internal state \( s_t \) and determines the next system act via a decision rule called as a policy. The outcome is then converted back into speech using a natural language generation (NLG) component.

![Diagram of a spoken dialogue system](image)

**Figure 3.** (a) Elements of a spoken dialogue system, (b) Components of a POMDP-based spoken dialogue system [8]

### 2.3 Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP)

The partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) is a powerful formalism for representing sequential decision problems for robot that must act under uncertainty. The algorithm address both the uncertainty in measurement and the uncertainty in control effects. Partial observability implies that the robot has to estimate a posterior distribution over possible world states [9]. At each discrete time step, the robot receives some stochastic observation related to the state of the environment, and also a special reward signal. Based on this information, the robot can execute actions to probabilistically change the state of the environment. The general goal is then to maximize the overall reward. POMDP [8] can be formally described as a tuple \( \langle S, A, T, R, \Omega, O \rangle \), where:

- \( S \) is a finite set of states of the environment: \( s_1, \ldots, s_T \in S \)
- \( A \) is a finite set of actions: \( a_1, \ldots, a_T \in A \)
- \( T : S \times A \rightarrow \Delta(S) \) is the state-transition function, giving a distribution over states of the environment, given a starting state and an action performed by the robot;
- \( R \) reward for each state/action pair: \( r(s_t, a_t) \)
- \( \Omega \) is a finite set of noisy observations the robot can experience; and
- \( O : S \times A \rightarrow \Delta(\Omega) \) is the observation function, giving a distribution over possible observations, given a starting state and an action performed by the robot.
- Probabilistic state-action transitions: \( p(s_t | s_{t-1}, a_{t-1}) \)
- Conditional observation probabilities: \( p(o_t | s_t) \)

Note that the sub-tuple \( \langle S, A, T, R \rangle \) represents the underlying Markov Decision process (MDP). If the observation function were to give the hidden state of the environment with perfect certainty, the problem reduces to a fully observable MDP. Components of a POMDP-based spoken dialogue system can be seen in Fig. 3(b), the input speech is regarded as a noisy observation \( o_t \) and the output is an action \( a_t \) come from policy model. Based on POMDP framework, we propose an algorithm for the Coffee Maker Service Robot as shown in algorithm 1:

**Algorithm 1: Algorithm of the Coffee Maker Service Robot**

Get input image from the camera  
Detect and recognize face using PCA  
If face detected then  
  Do  
    If distance \( \geq 30 \) cm then  
      Go near to the user  
    endif  
  Get audio from user  
  Process filtering using fastICA  
  Recognize each speech using Google Speech Recognition API
Execute spoken dialog system based on POMDP
Activate relays for making a cup of coffee based on the outcome of user’s intention
If finished then
   robot back to the homebase and standby
endif
loop
else
   Robot only standby
endif

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our simulation, the coffee maker robot has only three available actions: first ask what the user wishes to do in order to infer his intention, the others doBitterCoffee and doSweetCoffee. When the user responds to a question, it is decoded as either the observation bitter or sweet. However, because of noisy environment and imprecise user’s response, these observations cannot be used to deduce the user’s intent with certainty. Based on some assumptions, if the user says sweet then an error may occur with probability 0.2, whereas if the user says bitter then an error may occur with probability 0.3. Finally, since the user wants bitter more often than sweet, the initial belief state is set to indicate the prior (0.65, 0.35), and it is reset to this value after each doSweetCoffee or doBitterCoffee action via the transition function.

The robot is designed to receive a large positive reward (+5) for getting the user’s goal correct, a very large negative reward (-20) for taking the action doSweetCoffee when the user wanted bitter (since the coffee cannot reverse back to be bitter manually), and a smaller but still significant negative reward (-10) for taking the action doBitterCoffee when the user wanted sweet (since the user can always make the coffee sweet manually). There is also a small negative reward for taking the ask action (-1), since the robot should force to achieve its goal as quickly as possible. Based on this simulation scenario, there is only four different conversation when the spoken dialog cycle is limited to only five rounds as described in Fig 4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round 1</th>
<th>Round 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>action: ask</td>
<td>action: ask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expected reward: 3.4619529</td>
<td>expected reward: 3.4619529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observed: hearBitter</td>
<td>observed: hearSweet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>belief: [0.392 0.168]</td>
<td>belief: [0.36566667 0.63333333]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round 2</th>
<th>Round 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>action: doBitterCoffee</td>
<td>action: ask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expected reward: 5.76886</td>
<td>expected reward: 2.910023333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observed: hearBitter</td>
<td>observed: hearSweet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>belief: [0.65 0.35]</td>
<td>belief: [0.33166557 0.66834433]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round 3</th>
<th>Round 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>action: ask</td>
<td>action: doSweetCoffee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expected reward: 4.99772402532</td>
<td>expected reward: 5.76886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observed: hearBitter</td>
<td>observed: hearSweet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>belief: [0.65 0.35]</td>
<td>belief: [0.33166557 0.66834433]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round 4</th>
<th>Round 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>action: doBitterCoffee</td>
<td>action: ask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expected reward: 5.1445218827</td>
<td>expected reward: 3.4619529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observed: hearBitter</td>
<td>observed: hearSweet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>belief: [0.65 0.35]</td>
<td>belief: [0.36566667 0.63333333]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round 5</th>
<th>Round 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>action: doSweetCoffee</td>
<td>action: ask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expected reward: 5.76886</td>
<td>expected reward: 3.4619529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observed: hearSweet</td>
<td>observed: hearBitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>belief: [0.65 0.35]</td>
<td>belief: [0.36566667 0.63333333]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. (a) if first observation is bitter, (b) if first and second observations are sweet, (c) and (d) other variations when first observation is sweet and the second is bitter.
The simulation results show the robot hear bitter, it do not make confirmation again to make sure the user intention. This behaviour is due to our initial belief is tend to doBitterCofee decision. On the other hand, when the robot hear sweet, it have to make one more clarification about the user intention. This characteristics is come from the high punishment (-20) when the robot choose the wrong decision: taking the action doSweetCofee when the user wanted bitter. The other variations is generated because of the unclear user intention as considered in switch responds from sweet to bitter observations. The results in this simulation is correspond with our common sense.

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced our coffee maker service robot to deal with natural spoken conversation. The robot is based on Windows tablet which have ability for speech and image processing. Based on our previous reasearch, the speech recognition accuracy is about 86% using fastICA and face recognition accuracy about 93%. Furthermore, the current research would like to determine the user intention about how sweetness the ordered coffee through human-robot spoken interaction using POMDP. Based on simulation, this formulation show a promising framework comparing to empirical results. For the future work, our coffee maker robot will be challenged with more complex spoken interaction due to more variation of actions to do.
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